
iEnergizer Limited 

("iEnergizer" or the "Company") 

Matched Bargain Facility with JP Jenkins 

iEnergizer Limited (AIM: IBPO), an international and full service Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) 

company, reminds shareholders, further to its announcement of 16 May 2023, that the last day of dealings 

in iEnergizer's ordinary shares on AIM will be 24 May 2023 (the "Cancellation"). In order to facilitate 

shareholder transactions in the Company's ordinary shares following the Cancellation, JP Jenkins has 

been appointed to provide a matched bargain facility, which will be made available on 25 May 2023.  

JP Jenkins is an established platform in the UK for unlisted or unquoted assets in companies which enables 

shareholders and prospective investors to buy and sell unquoted assets on a matched bargain basis. JP 

Jenkins is a trading name of InfinitX Limited and is an appointed representative of Prosper Capital LLP 

(FRN453007) which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

Shareholders wishing to trade iEnergizer's ordinary shares following the cancellation of the admission to 

trading on AIM of such ordinary shares taking effect at 7:00 a.m. on 25 May 2023, can do so through their 

stockbroker. Trades will be conducted at a level that JP Jenkins is able to match a willing seller and a 

willing buyer. Trades can be conducted, and limits can be accepted, during normal business hours. 

Shareholders and potential investors can place trades and limits via their existing UK regulated 

stockbroker. 

The indicative pricing for the Company's ordinary shares (ISIN: GG00B54NMG96), as well as the 

transaction history, will be available on the JP Jenkins website at https://jpjenkins.com.  

- Ends -   

 

For further information, please call: 

 iEnergizer Limited 
James Reed-Daunter FCSI                            +44(0)7887604422 

Jim.R@ienergizer.com 
  
Nicholas David Saul +44 (0) 1481 731059 
Elizabeth Anne Powell 

 

  
Strand Hanson Limited (Nominated Adviser & 
Broker) 

             +44 (0) 20 7409 3494 

James Dance 
 

James Bellman 
 

  
 

FTI Consulting (Communications Adviser)                  +44 (0) 20 3727 1000 
Alex Beagley 

 

Eleanor Purdon 
 

JP Jenkins Ltd (Matched Bargain Facility)                                     +44 (0) 207 469 0937 
Veronika Oswald                                                                                  info@jpjenkins.com 
Mason Doick 
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